What Do Long Drive Champions And Rockers Have In Common?!

!

Tempo in Motion is pleased to announce that Mike Boyko, co-founder of Tempo
in Motion, is now available for consultation at Art Sellinger's Power Golf facility in
Dallas, TX. Tempo in Motion is a proven, state of the art tool that instantly helps
every golfer, at every level, find and improve their personal swing tempo and
rhythm. Boyko will analyze golfers' swings and customize his rhythm-based
system to provide a unique, auditory training program designed to groove every
golfer’s best swing, every time. As a prominent touring rock drummer and top
athlete, Boyko knows about rhythm and tempo, and has developed a method to
quickly and easily teach optimal, personalized swing tempo and rhythm to others.!
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Boyko has successfully used his system of rhythm assessment to assist athletes
of all kinds, from Tour pro golfers to Olympic figure skaters and professional
baseball players. "Professional athletes know that music and rhythm have the
power to improve performance. Using the most current research, we developed
an original system that demonstrably improves athletic performance by
supporting the perfect, repeatable motion through simple, pleasurable training."!
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Beginning in February, golfers can meet with Boyko to customize their own swing
tempo while at the same time explore Selliniger's selection of elite equipment and
customizing services. Sellinger and Boyko are teaming up to provide golfers with
the highest level of performance excellence. The combination of Boyko's
specialized training system and Sellinger's precision equipment, both crafted to
an athlete's unique needs, can fine-tune every golfer’s game.!
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Sellinger's general manager Frank Hartwick cares a lot about his clients and their
success. That is why he's working with Boyko. "We fit our clients with the best
equipment and services available. Rhythm and tempo are important to Long
Drive Champions. Having Mike and Tempo in Motion at our Addison facility now
gives a new tool to golfers of all levels who want to better their performance."!
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The Tempo in Motion brand is owned by B-Now Enterprises, a privately held
corporation located in Santa Fe, NM. For more information, visit
www.tempoinmotion.com.!
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Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/pages/tempo-in-motion/145951400110!
Twitter: http://twitter.com/tempoinmotion!
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/tempoinmotion!
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